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SUMMARY

This Good Practice Guide introduces the idea of waste minimisation to small companies and focuses
on both the financial and environmental benefits of reducing waste at source.
Waste minimisation has long been recognised as a valuable and efficient way for companies to
reduce their environmental impacts while improving their competitive position. In simple terms, by
focusing on reducing your wastes, you can reduce your costs. And those cost savings can come
from a range of different sources.
One of the key messages is that waste minimisation can benefit all types of organisation regardless of size, sector, or market. You will find tips and examples from a wide range of
sectors and companies, such as:
■

services sector, eg a print/copy shop;

■

retail sector, eg a bicycle repair shop;

■

logistics sector, eg a fruit importer and distributor;

■

leisure sector, eg a holiday estate;

■

manufacturing sector, eg automotive components.

Thus, the information is directly applicable to your organisation, and by following the same
approach, you too can achieve the same results - saving money through waste minimisation.
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1 HOW WILL REDUCING WASTE
INCREASE PROFIT?

1.1 THE BUSINESS CASE FOR IMPROVING PROFIT THROUGH
CUTTING COSTS
1.1.1

section
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Waste reduction goes straight to the bottom line

Reducing waste at source means less pollution and more profit. The less waste you produce and
the fewer resources you use, the smaller your impact on the environment. This is true for every
company, no matter what its size, or what it sells or produces. Many businesses spend around 4%
of their turnover producing waste. This Guide will help you to reduce this figure. It takes examples
of how savings from waste reduction have been achieved in small companies and gives you tips so
that you can do the same.

Example: The financial impact of waste reduction
Company A has an annual turnover of £250 000, generating annual profits of £15 000, with
total waste costs equivalent to 5% of turnover, ie £12 500.
Following the implementation of a structured waste reduction programme, the company
manages to reduce its total waste costs by 25%, through a range of typical no-cost/low-cost
options, reducing those costs by £3 000.
The result? The savings go straight to the bottom line and profits rise to £18 000, an increase
of 20%.

1.1.2

Running a business that is environmentally aware

Reducing waste has always been a way to increase profit. However, financial benefits are only part
of the story, although they are compelling. In today’s climate of regulatory, economic and customer
pressure, waste reduction can do more for you than reduce your overheads - it can affect your
reputation.
Waste reduction provides an opportunity for small businesses to demonstrate their environmental
performance and credentials to both customers and suppliers. As well as your environmental
achievements, the waste reduction approach helps you to develop the data and information
necessary to demonstrate those achievements. This is increasingly important as large companies
look for supply chain partnerships with organisations that share the same environmental credentials,
and the importance of environmental performance increases for consumers.
Waste reduction is healthy for your environmental image. You may never before have
thought about all the benefits of waste reduction. Here are some of them:
■

less rework;

■

lower overheads;

■

reduced raw material costs;

■

increased profits;

■

a more secure and competitive company;

■

preferred supplier status with customers concerned about their environmental credentials;

■

avoidance of fines;

■

easier compliance with legislation;
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■

more easily obtainable bank loans;

■

greater attraction to investors and shareholders;

■

an enhanced environmentally-aware public image;

■

an enhanced reputation with customers, employees and neighbours;

■

improved morale and co-operation between management and workforce.

Reducing environmental impact is one of those rare things that allows you to deliver all these
benefits at once - often at no cost to you. Can any company afford not to begin a programme of
waste reduction?

1.1.3

Regulatory benefits for small businesses

Another particular benefit of the waste reduction approach is the potential opportunity to reduce
the costs of meeting environmental legislative requirements and other forms of regulation. Specific
issues include:
■

The Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997: by reducing
packaging handling, you may drop below the specified thresholds, and eliminate the need to
meet the obligations of the regulations.

■

The Duty of Care Regulations (Environmental Protection Act 1990): by reducing the amount
of waste requiring disposal, you can reduce your costs.

■

The Landfill Tax Regulations 1995: again, by reducing the amount of waste requiring disposal,
you can reduce your vulnerability to increases in the tax rate levied per tonne of waste for
landfill disposal.

■

The introduction of a climate change levy to be implemented from April 2001. By reducing
your energy consumption at the point of use now, you will be better prepared for the
implementation of this levy.

If you would like to know more about environmental regulations that may affect your company, talk
to the Environment and Energy Helpline on 0800 585794.

1.1.4

Waste reduction is simple and cost-effective

There is more good news about reducing waste. Typical waste reduction projects give paybacks in
months rather than years. Little capital expenditure is required, more important is changing your
processes - the way you do things. Involving your workforce is the best way to get results.

1.1.5

Waste is not a disposal issue

Waste is expensive, but half of all companies do not know how much they actually spend on waste
and rarely add up what waste is really costing them. When estimating the cost of waste, more
aspects should be considered than just disposal. Waste includes wasted materials, defects in
products or services, the cost of consumables, treatment, energy, and wasted labour. The cost of
waste is often 5 - 20 times the cost of its disposal, and is usually around ten times for an average
company. What is waste really costing you?
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1.2 HOW CAN I CUT THE COST OF WASTE?
1.2.1

The waste hierarchy

There is a priority in the way waste should be dealt with to maximise cost savings and the benefits
to the environment (see Fig 1). Understanding the waste hierarchy will help you to identify the most
cost-effective waste savings to be made in your company. Eliminating waste is the best option. The
next best option is to minimise waste production at source - through careful purchase and better
use of materials you will make the most dramatic savings on your waste costs and reduce
your impact on the environment.

1
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1

Eliminate

2

Reduce

Product

Material

3

Re-use

5

Disposal

WASTE
ONLY

4

Recycle

Fig 1 The waste hierarchy

Following reduction, you should aim to re-use. Waste can also be recycled or sold to a reprocessor,
or another company that can find a use for it, saving you the cost of disposal.

To re-use or recycle?
Re-use differs from recycling in that the waste is re-used directly, without any form of processing.
Thus, paper that has been used on only one side and is used for notepaper is re-used, whereas
paper put straight into the recycling bin will be recycled before it is used again.
The distinction is important because recycling will nearly always only save you the cost of
disposal, but re-use will nearly always save you purchase costs (eg the cost of notepads in the
above example). The average office worker generates up to half a kilo of waste paper every day,
and in a typical office half of the total waste is paper.
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1.2.2

How do I find cost savings in my company?

Where will you actually find cost savings? This Guide contains practical tips based on industrial
examples, most of which have been introduced simply by changing methods of purchase, process
or disposal, rather than through any capital expenditure. You can follow these tips, or follow the
methods used by the companies illustrated to identify your own cost-saving ideas. Most of the
examples here cost little or nothing to implement. Savings come from a variety of sources:
section
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■

Reduced material purchase costs - where waste of material has been eliminated, reduced
or re-used, there will be savings, as in the above example where waste paper is re-used within
an office to replace new scribble pads and notebooks.

■

Reduced utility purchase costs - as with other wastes, the true cost of wasted utilities, such
as water, is higher than the supply and sewerage charges alone. The true cost should include
the energy taken to heat and deliver water to your building. A tap dripping once per second
wastes 4 750 litres/year.

■

Reduced waste disposal costs - check each bin and see if material in there could be re-used
elsewhere or recycled. Consider the reason why every item in the bin is there. Even simple
measures, such as segregating wastes, will give you ideas for alternative methods of disposal
and reduce the amount and costs of waste disposal.

1.2.3

You are not alone

When you start on this path, there seem to be a whole range of unanswered questions....
‘Where do I start?’
‘Who can help me?’
‘Where can I get relevant information?’
The Environment and Energy Helpline on 0800 585794 offers free, confidential advice to UK
businesses on a wide range of environmental subjects. If you have any queries, call the freephone
number and an advisor will be able to help you, perhaps by sending you copies of relevant
publications, or suggesting sources of further help near to you.
There is a vast range of publicity available, such as information about waste reduction across all
industrial sectors. Details about some of these sources are given in the Appendix. The Helpline may
also be able to direct you to relevant journal and magazine articles, and put you in touch with people
in your area who can help you, eg:
■

local business groups;

■

local authorities;

■

non-profit making and non-governmental organisations;

■

waste minimisation clubs;

■

environmental consultants.

The Programme’s web site (http://www.etbpp.gov.uk) is also a good place to start. As a small
business you may be eligible for a free counselling visit, at the discretion of the Helpline Manager.
This includes a short site survey by a waste or energy expert. Call the Helpline for more details.
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1.2.4

The next steps

The following Industry Examples and tips show what can be achieved through the successful
implementation of waste reduction programmes, and the significant cost benefits and
environmental improvements that have already been achieved within all sorts of organisations.
There are lots of ideas that you can follow, but the tips will also help you to generate ideas that will
be unique to your own situation.
This Guide is aimed at introducing you to simple, practical waste reduction steps that can be
implemented rapidly in smaller companies. These can be introduced on their own, but optimum
results can only be achieved through the development of a more structured waste minimisation
programme. As waste minimisation is concerned primarily with management issues, a programme
can be successfully implemented by following five simple steps:
■

information gathering - identify all wastes;

■

quantifying wastes - in terms of both material quantities and costs;

■

identify opportunities for waste reduction;

■

action - implement first options and quantify savings achieved;

■

future action - continue to evaluate and implement further opportunities.
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More details about structured waste minimisation programmes can be found in Programme
publications, eg Good Practice Guide (GG38C) Cutting Costs by Reducing Waste: A self-help guide
for growing businesses.

1.3 THE BUSINESS PROCESS
Business involves conversion of raw materials and utilities into saleable products or services, with the
production of wastes as costly and unwanted by-products. This is just as true for service companies
as it is for manufacturing companies (see Fig 2). Raw materials in an office include paper and other
office consumables, and utilities are used in the form of energy and water. Waste will include
wasted consumables, paper, energy and water.
Each step of a process adds value to a product or service and incurs a cost from the labour, materials
and utilities (gas, water, electricity, compressed air, etc) used in its production. The true cost of waste
includes the cost of wasted resources and the cost of rejects at each stage in the process, thus the
cost of rejects increases as the material progresses towards the final product.
(a) Manufacturing company

Air emissions

Products

Raw materials
Energy

Production
process
Solid waste

Water

Effluent
(b) Service company

Air emissions

Consumables
Energy

Services
Service
centre

Water

Rubbish

Sewage

Fig 2 The ‘production’ process
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1.4 HOW OTHERS HAVE ACHIEVED COST SAVINGS
The following Sections in this Guide demonstrate what can be achieved - and what has been
achieved by a variety of different small businesses. These Industry Examples will give you the start
you need to take your own ideas forward, to begin developing your own waste reduction
programme, and start saving your organisation money.
section
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All the Industry Examples of waste reduction good practice included in this Guide have been taken
from actual projects implemented by smaller companies around the UK. To ensure that the Guide
is a useful and practical document, providing the information you need, it has been based around
the most common areas of waste reduction activities undertaken by these companies, and covers:

1

-

14

packaging tips

15

-

24

■

water management tips

25

-

41

■

process management tips

42

-

60

■

general waste tips

■

No

Company

Total cost savings
achieved (£/year)

Main waste reduction
method used

1

Red Rose International

3 600

General waste

2

The Horniman Museum and Gardens

11 000

General waste

3

Automotive component manufacturer

20 600

General waste

4

Brixton Cycles

500

General waste

5

Holiday Inn

7 200

General waste

6

A magazine company

25 000

General waste

7

Brecon Pharmaceuticals Ltd

4 700

Packaging waste

8

Copyprint UK

4 500 – 5 500

Packaging waste

9

Chemical company

30 000

Packaging waste

10

Ashland Foundry Products

25 000

Water use

11

Textile dye-house

2 500

Water use

12

Sandy Balls Holiday Estate

4 300

Water use

13

Consumer products manufacturer

15 000

Water use

14

Edinburgh Crystal Glass

110 000

Improved productivity

15

Stewart Signs

13 800

Process waste

16

IGT Industries

5 000

Process waste

17

Permabond

70 200

Process waste

Table 1 Summary of Industry Examples used in this Guide

It is beyond the scope of this Guide to cover many energy savings tips, which are covered extensively
in publications available free of charge through the Energy Efficiency Best Practice Programme. All
energy publications and those signposted in this Guide are available free of charge through the
Environment and Energy Helpline on 0800 585794.
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2 TIPS FOR REDUCING
GENERAL WASTE

1

Develop and implement an appropriate stock purchase and rotation system - such as
‘first-in-first-out’ (FIFO) - to ensure that stocks are used within their ‘shelf-life’, and hence minimise
losses from out-of-date stock.

2

Use the stock purchase and rotation system to monitor stock purchases and, where
necessary, make alterations as processes change. This will also minimise losses from materials left
in storage past their shelf-life.

section
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3
As part of the purchase system, review the appropriate specifications for purchased
materials - can a high specification be replaced by a cheaper, lower specification material? Does it
have to be virgin material, or are there recycled alternatives that can be used?
4

Consider the units of purchase carefully, eg ordering materials by volume but using by
weight may well result in waste if quantities are left in the containers.

5

Similarly, buying in larger quantities can result in reductions in purchase costs, as well as
reduce the number of containers left with a little residue. Cleaning containers will also improve the
opportunities for their re-use (on- or off-site) or returning them to the suppliers.

6

Despite the advent of the ‘electronic office’, paper is still the biggest waste in offices.
Investigate the use of electronic mail and fax modem systems for communications and circulation
of reports and other information, to reduce the use of copier, printer and fax paper. For waste
reduction tips for offices see Good Practice Guide (GG256) Green Officiency: Running a costeffective, environmentally aware office, available free of charge through the Environment and
Energy Helpline on 0800 585794.

7

Implement double-sided photocopying of all reports and publications that cannot be sent
electronically. Re-use any single-sided copies for preparing drafts and/or as scrap paper. Place
recycling bins near photocopiers and have one for every six members of staff. Ensure your cleaning
contract includes emptying recycling bins.

8

Investigate opportunities for the re-use of waste materials, either internally by your
organisation, or externally by other local companies. Similarly, investigate opportunities to use the
wastes generated by your neighbours within your organisation. This will reduce your material costs.
Local authorities are increasingly developing local ‘waste exchanges’ - often accessed through the
internet - where companies can advertise ‘wastes available’ or ‘wastes wanted’.

9
Close the loop on your cartridge use by purchasing recycled printer, photocopier and fax
machine toner cartridges from a supplier that will then collect and recycle them again.
10

Ask for the company name to be deleted from direct mail databases, to try and eliminate
the amount of ‘junk mail’ received and typically thrown away. Similarly, place relevant publications
on circulation lists rather than ordering multiple copies. Look at Industry Examples 2 and 8 to see
how they benefited from this approach.

11

Segregate your waste streams. This will have two benefits. Cross-contamination of wastes,
eg with special waste, means the whole amount will have to be disposed of at the higher cost of
special waste disposal. Segregation also maximises the amount that is available for collection and/or
sale to recycling companies. Look at Industry Example 5 to see how they have benefited from this
approach.
7

12 Alternatively, investigate opportunities for donating waste to local charities and not-forprofit organisations that may be able to use it, for example as art and play materials for schools and
playgroups. Look at Industry Examples 1, 8 and 15 to see how they have benefited from this
approach.
13

Collect and compost food and other organic waste. The composted material can then be
used as soil conditioner or compost, saving both waste disposal costs and the purchase cost of virgin
compost material. Look at Industry Examples 1 and 2 to see how they have benefited from this
approach.

14
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Investigate opportunities for developing ‘recycling clubs’ with neighbouring companies. By
sharing storage space, combining amounts of waste material generated, and holding joint contracts
with recycling companies, small companies can maximise the opportunities for recycling. This can
avoid the problem where recycling companies will accept only a minimum amount.

2.1 INDUSTRY EXAMPLES OF WASTE REDUCTION
INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 1
Ideas for re-use reduce landfill volumes

Red Rose International is a fruit importing and distribution company employing between
15 - 50 staff. The solid waste Red Rose generates includes waste fruit, delivery pallets,
hardwood crates, cardboard and redundant packaging such as fruit netting, orange boxes,
labels and cling film. Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

organic wastes are compacted on site and composted for use on a local farm;

■

cardboard, pallets and wooden boxes are recovered for on-site re-use, off-site resale, or
recycling;

■

hardwood crates are dismantled and either used for shelving or sold cheaply to local
residents;

■

other wastes, such as fruit netting and labels, are re-used by a local playgroup as play
items;

■

simple energy-saving measures implemented include fitting timers to heating
equipment, installing energy-efficient light bulbs, and raising general staff awareness.

Benefits. Red Rose has achieved estimated direct savings of at least £3 600/year, with the
waste volume landfilled reduced from 600 tonnes to 48 tonnes/year. See Case History
(CH212) Waste Minimisation Bears Fruit.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 2
Gardens save 35 skips a year with chipper
The Horniman Museum and Gardens is a 6.5-hectare park and museum housing natural
history, anthropological and musical instrument exhibitions. Organic waste from the gardens
includes grass cuttings, leaves and wood trimmings. Most of the wastes generated in the
Museum are paper, cardboard and catering wastes such as food waste, cans and glass bottles.
Cost-saving measures introduced include:
■

all garden material is now composted (with large items processed through a chipper),
replacing bought-in compost;

■

glass is recycled using a specialist company, which is cheaper than previous disposal
costs;

■

junk mail volumes have been reduced by asking for the Museum’s details to be deleted
from mailing lists;

■

all office paper is recycled;

■

demand for waste disposal skips has been reduced from 40 to 5/year.
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Benefits. The Museum has saved over £7 000/year through on-site composting and over
£4 000/year in reduced waste disposal costs. See Case History (CH214) Benefits of Reducing
Garden and Office Waste.

INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 3
Segregation of waste identifies recycling opportunities
An automotive component manufacturer employing 120 staff generates solid waste
comprising scrap metal, steel shot, metal and cardboard packaging, and domestic wastes, all
of which were disposed of to landfill. Wastewater generated through the cleaning of parts
and equipment was collected for off-site disposal by tanker. Waste reduction solutions
introduced include:
■

nitrile rubber gloves previously
disposed of directly after use are
now cleaned and re-used until
replacement is absolutely necessary;

■

a membrane filtration system was
installed
to
treat
washing
wastewaters, allowing 90% of the
wastewater generated to be
disposed of directly to drain, rather
than tankering off-site for disposal;

■

kerosene has been replaced by orange oil for equipment degreasing purposes;

■

large central collection skips have been replaced by smaller ‘on-the-spot’ wheeled bins
to make segregation easier - steel shot and cardboard are now recycled.

Benefits. The estimated savings from re-using gloves and recycling materials are £7 600/year,
plus £3 000/year savings from the reduction in waste collection. The savings from the
treatment plant are £9 000/year following capital investment of £10 000. The change to use
of orange oil saves £1 000/year.
9

INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 4
Incoming packaging is used as outgoing packaging
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Brixton Cycles is a bicycle repair and retail co-operative with eight members of staff. The
majority of the Company’s waste is from packaging, including cardboard, plastic bags, bubble
wrap and plastic strapping, plus other solid wastes such as old tyres, inner tubes, nuts and
bolts. Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

plastic bags and bubble wrap are being re-used as packaging at the point of sale;

■

cardboard packaging is flattened and either collected by the supplier for re-use, or used
for packaging by a neighbouring shipping company;

■

plastic strapping and bike parts are donated to local ceramics companies, artists and
performers;

■

unwanted parts are given to charities that repair and refurbish bikes for use in the
economically developing world, rather than going to landfill.

Benefits. Savings of over £500/year are being made, with plans in the future covering energy
saving, purchasing and environmental policy.

INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 5
Recycling saves waste disposal charges
The Nelson Dock Holiday Inn in London is part of an international group of hotels and employs
240 staff. The Hotel was disposing of solid waste, including cardboard, glass, office wastes,
and fittings, to landfill. Solutions introduced include:
■

furniture and fittings are repaired when possible, and when replaced, metal fittings are
sent to scrap merchants for recycling;

■

cardboard is separated from general waste, collected and baled for recycling;

■

glass is separated by colour (brown, green, clear) and collected for recycling;

■

office waste paper is collected and recycled, and toner cartridges are returned to the
supplier for remanufacture.

Benefits. The estimated savings in disposal costs of £7 200/year have been achieved through
diverting waste from landfill to recycling.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 6
Magazine publisher tackles waste paper
A magazine publishing organisation, employing 2 000 people, was producing substantial
quantities of waste paper and decided to take measures to reduce the amount being sent to
landfill. Measures taken include:
■

inclusion of a paper recycling system into new cleaning contract;

■

installation of collection bins, able to take mixed paper waste, at strategic locations
around the office;

■

active promotion of recycling scheme, and regular feedback on achievements and
environmental benefits.
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Benefits. Estimated savings in disposal costs of £25 000/year have been achieved from
recycling approximately 572 tonnes of paper/year, reducing general waste to around 35% of
its former quantity.

Publications that may help you include:
ET219 Waste Mapping: Your route to more profit - will help you to identify where waste is costing
you most.
ET225 Waste Account - will help you to record your waste at the start and show you how much
you have saved at the end of the year.
ET30

Finding Hidden Profit - 200 Tips for Reducing Waste.

IT96

Waste Minimisation Interactive Tools (WMIT) - this is software that will help you to
understand the principles and practice of waste minimisation.
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3 TIPS FOR REDUCING
PACKAGING WASTE

3.1 FINDING OUT
15 Review critically the use of packaging for both stock bought in and products sent out - ask
the question, ‘Is it really necessary, or can it be reduced or removed entirely?’ For example, if a
product is packaged in a cardboard box, does it need to be shrink-wrapped as well? Ask your
suppliers the same questions about the stock you buy in.

16 Review and rationalise the different types of packaging used in your organisation. Do you
section
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need 15 different types of box, or would five basic designs be quite adequate? This can result in
lower unit costs (from bulk purchases) and a reduction in packaging materials.

17 Review your purchasing practices. By purchasing materials in optimum-sized containers, and
bulk quantities where appropriate, you can significantly reduce waste packaging. For example,
liquid materials could be decanted from a 210-litre drum, rather than supplied in 25-litre containers.

3.2 DIRECT CHANGES TO CURRENT PRACTICES
18 Don’t just segregate packaging materials from general waste. Sort them into paper,
cardboard, plastic sacking, wrapping binding, etc and re-use them within the organisation where
possible. For example, can cardboard boxes be re-used internally or paper be shredded to provide
‘filler’ for packaging outgoing materials? Alternatively, contact other local companies that may be
able to re-use your waste materials. This saves your waste disposal costs. Look at Industry Examples
4 and 7 to see how they have benefited from this approach.
19 Consider all materials as suitable for re-use or recycling. For example, containers can be
cleaned and re-used directly, or can be cleaned and granulated (plastic) or melted (metal) for
recycling into new containers.
20 Use plastic liners to line drums and tins for intermediate storage of materials, or for carrying
wastes to disposal points. Although the liner may have to be disposed of, the drum may then be
re-used.
21 Select a pallet supplier that will take back pallets, recover and re-use broken pallets, and
deliver on a ‘just-in-time’ system, to minimise the number of pallets stored on your site.

22 Identify obstacles to recycling, eg sticky labels added to boxes may prevent the cardboard
being recycled. Consider alternative options to avoid such problems, for example printing
information directly onto the packaging.

3.3 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
23

Contact your suppliers to identify opportunities for reducing packaging - for example,
materials could be supplied directly to the shop floor by a re-usable transit system - or ask your
suppliers to take back their packaging for re-use in other deliveries.

24 Use sturdy collapsible cartons instead of cardboard boxes for the packaging of materials/
products. Once the product has been delivered, the cartons can be folded up and returned to the
company for re-use.
12

3.4 INDUSTRY EXAMPLES OF REDUCING PACKAGING WASTE
INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 7
Re-use by neighbouring companies
reduces packaging waste
Brecon Pharmaceuticals Ltd is a contract pharmaceutical packing company with 100 staff.
Brecon’s main waste is packaging, eg paper, cardboard, and wooden pallets; plus some
organic waste. It also had high energy bills. Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

waste paper is shredded on-site to provide suitable protective packaging for use by a
local crystal glass manufacturing company;

■

pallets are collected for re-use by a local pallet refurbishment company;

■

supply tariffs with electricity supplier have been renegotiated, and production schedules
changed, to reduce use of electricity during peak demand periods;

■

timers have been installed on external security lighting to control time of operation.

section
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Benefits. The waste sent for landfill disposal has been reduced by 12%/year and electricity
use has been reduced by 10%/year, saving a total of £4 700/year. See Case History (CH215)
Working Together Reduces Waste and Saves Money.

INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 8
Environmental charities benefit from packaging waste
Copyprint UK is a print and design company employing 33 members of staff. Most of the
Company’s waste is paper, cardboard, plastic wrapping and wooden pallets, plus other solid
wastes such as toner bottles from photocopiers and significant amounts of junk mail. Waste
reduction solutions introduced include:
■

arranging for suppliers to take back wooden pallets for re-use, saving disposal costs;

■

chemical, plastic and paper-based wastes are now re-used and recycled through the
local council, environmental charities and specialist disposal companies;

■

controlling the quantity of paper purchased to reduce the amounts of waste produced;

■

controlling the quantities of junk mail by removing the Company from some direct mail
databases.

Benefits. In addition to annual cost savings of £4 500 – £5 500 the environmental focus is
anticipated to lead in the longer term to commercial and marketing advantages.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 9
Drum re-use reduces disposal costs

section
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A small chemical company’s research and development centre with around 150 employees,
uses a wide range of chemicals and materials, delivered in a variety of different containers and
packages. This generates significant amounts of packaging waste, including plastic and steel
drums, glass bottles, wooden boxes, pallets, and miscellaneous polystyrene filler and plastic
wrap. Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

where possible, plastic and steel drums are returned directly to the supplier for re-use,
without washing out;

■

other drums are cleaned out on site, and re-used for intermediate storage and other
uses around the site;

■

any drums that cannot be re-used, directly or indirectly, are collected by a recycling
company for recycling of the material;

■

wooden boxes are collected and re-used by a neighbouring company;

■

whole pallets are returned to the suppliers, broken pallets are repaired by a local
company.

Benefits. These, and other simple waste reduction measures saved the company around
£30 000/year.

Publications that might help you to save packaging waste include Good Practice Guide (ET250)
Unpack those Hidden Savings – 120 Tips on Reducing Packaging Use and Costs.
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4 T I P S F O R W AT E R U S E R E D U C T I O N
AND MANAGEMENT

4.1 FINDING OUT
25 A water survey will help you to identify all water users across your site or facility, and so
develop an understanding of the distribution system and quantities used. This will help any
company, whatever its size, to reduce its water use and save money - on water and effluent charges,
and the energy costs of heating any water that is wasted. A survey is simple to do and provides the
data from which all further options can be developed. Look at Industry Examples 10 and 12 to see
how manufacturers have benefited from this approach. Good Practice Guide (GG152) Tracking
Water Use to Cut Costs will help you to survey your company’s water use.

26 If you have a process that uses water, consider installing water sub-meters at strategic
locations (supply lines to major water uses) to monitor water consumption; and regularly check
meters to enable early detection of leaks and equipment failures. Remote monitoring of meters
makes it even easier to review water use.

4.2 DIRECT CHANGES TO CURRENT PRACTICES
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27 Consider the use of scrapers, squeegees and brushes for cleaning floors, walls and vessels.
Such methods are frequently more effective in cleaning operations, and will reduce the amount of
water typically used in hosing down such areas.

28 Install shut-off valves at strategic locations to enable the water supply to different site areas
to be shut off. This will ensure that water is not lost from leaks when such areas are not in use for
long periods of time. It will also enable the water supply to be shut off in the event of a major leak,
without affecting the rest of the site. Good Practice Guide (GG67) Cost-effective Water Saving
Devices and Practices will help you to choose cost-effective water saving devices that will save your
company money.
29 Review the operation of transfer pumps. If pumps are operated continuously, or
intermittently (on/off), could the use of variable speed drives minimise waste, so matching the
demand for water with the volume of water actually transferred? This would also reduce energy use.
30 Review the operation of liquid-ring vacuum pumps. If pump seal water is discharged direct
to drain, could it be recovered for re-use within the vacuum pump system? This may require cooling
of the water, but it would minimise the amount of fresh water used. Alternatively, could the pumps
be replaced with mechanical pumps, eliminating the need for water?
31 Investigate opportunities to recover and return steam condensate for re-use in the boiler
house, rather than discharging direct to drain.
32 Review water demand and use in different areas. Do particular processes and items of
equipment require water at the pressure and/or volume supplied? Can flow restriction valves be
fitted to reduce the amount of water supplied?
33

Avoid mixing lightly-contaminated and heavily-contaminated effluents, to maximise the
potential for re-use, and minimise costs of treatment.
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4.3 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
34 Use ‘triggers’ on hoses to minimise the amount of water used, and effluent generated,
during cleaning - putting down the hose stops the water flow, rather than letting it flow
continuously, perhaps directly to drain.
35 Do not place hot and cold water pipes close to each other. This will avoid having to run the
cold tap for a while to obtain cold water and vice versa.

36 Install flush control devices, infra-red detectors, and ‘push-button’ taps in toilets to ensure
that the water supplied is equal to demand. This minimises losses through taps being left on or
urinals flushing regularly throughout nights and weekends. Look at Industry Examples 11 and 12 to
see how they have benefited from this approach.
37 Investigate opportunities for re-using wastewater elsewhere on site, for example, use rinse
water elsewhere within a washing process, rather than disposing of it straight to drain. This may
require some partial treatment before re-use.
38 Try to avoid once-through cooling using fresh water. Options include using air cooling (eg
section
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in compressors), replacing fresh water with used process water, or using closed-loop cooling utilising
either a refrigerated system or cooling towers.

39 Investigate the use of one process effluent for treating another, eg use alkaline effluent for
neutralisation of acidic wastewater, to reduce the cost of on- or off-site treatment.

40 Investigate surface water (eg rainwater from plant roof area) run-off. Is it discharged to
sewer? Is it of suitable quality for use in your company? For example, could it be used for cleaning
water, or within cooling systems, so reducing your bought-in fresh water use charges?

41 Remember, water brought onto site will be exported in one of three ways - in a product,
through evaporation, or as a waste/effluent.

4.4 INDUSTRY EXAMPLES OF WATER MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 10
Water use survey leads to water savings
of more than £25 000/year
Ashland Foundry Products is a resin manufacturing company with 52 staff. It has liquid
chemical wastes, high general water use and high effluent generation levels. Waste reduction
solutions have included:
■

investigation of points of water use and sources of effluent to identify an area of high
water use;

■

modification of the existing vacuum pump system by fitting a steam ejector (using
existing site steam) that reduced an effluent stream by 40%, and decreased water
usage from 20 litres/min to 1 litre/min.

Benefits. Estimated annual savings of more than £25 000/year in effluent disposal and water
costs have followed expenditure of £8 000 on equipment. See Case History (CH211) Savings
Flow from Water Use Survey.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 11
Good housekeeping measures bring £2 500/year savings
A textile dye-house employing around 170 staff was concerned about the rising costs of water
supply and effluent disposal, plus customer pressures for environmental improvement and
good practice. Significant improvements were achieved through simple good housekeeping
measures, eg:
■

reducing the number of hosepipes in the
dye-house to six;

■

fitting spray nozzles to those, to minimise
losses from hoses being left running;

■

fitting push-button taps to the sinks in
various buildings, again to minimise losses
from taps being left on (previously, taps
could be left running for an estimated
20 minutes per day).
section

Benefits. The estimated immediate savings are around £2 500/year in water supply and
effluent disposal costs, from a saving of about 3 500 m3/year in water use and effluent
discharge.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 12
Waste reduction programme brings £4 300/year savings
Sandy Balls Holiday Estate is a large holiday complex with 60 - 170 staff. Pressures from rising
costs of water, energy and waste disposal, plus other growing environmental pressure,
encouraged the holiday estate to begin a waste reduction programme, including a water
survey. Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

replacement of 9-litre flush toilets with 7-litre units, plus installation of urinal controls
(note that for modern systems 6-litre units are now mandatory);

■

installation of hanging basket irrigation system using timers to control dosing;

■

installation of a solar heating system to help heat water for an outdoor swimming pool;

■

installation of energy-efficient lighting across the site;

■

lagging of hot water piping which feeds the swimming pools, to conserve heat and
reduce energy consumption;

■

installation of units for collection and recycling of paper, cans, and glass wastes;

■

shredding and composting of all garden refuse, to replace purchased compost in future.

Benefits. Disposal costs have been reduced by around £300/year from recycling, following
investment of £500. Savings in water consumption are still being assessed. Estimated energy
savings of £2 000/year have been achieved from investment of £8 000 in a solar unit and a
further £2 000/year following investment of £3 100 in energy-efficient lighting.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 13
Simple solutions from a water mass balance
A consumer products manufacturer, employing around 150 staff, was concerned about the
rising costs of water supply and effluent disposal, and the uncertainties about water use within
the production process.
Waste reduction solutions introduced include a comprehensive audit of water use and the
development of a water mass balance, including production and cleaning activities that
highlighted unidentified losses of 500 m3/year. The site survey identified leaks within pipework
and that taps were left running in ‘out-of-the-way’ areas on site. Simple solutions were to close
taps and fix pipework, and implement a regular survey to highlight similar problems in future.
Benefits. Immediate savings of around £15 000/year have been achieved from reduced water
supply and effluent disposal costs.

Publications that might help you to reduce your water consumption include Good Practice Guides:
section
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GG152 Tracking Water Use to Cut Costs.
GG67 Cost-effective Water Saving Devices and Practices.
GG26 Saving Money Through Waste Minimisation: Reducing Water Use.
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5 TIPS FOR PROCESS
MANAGEMENT

5.1 FINDING OUT
42 Similar to the water survey discussed in Section 4, a mass balance can be drawn up to help
identify material losses. Calculate the weight of materials used in production and subtract the
weight of goods produced - the difference is the waste. Accounting for the loss is the basis of
reducing it.

5.2 DIRECT CHANGES TO CURRENT PRACTICES
43 Purchase raw materials in solid pellet form to reduce extraction losses and minimise the
residues left in the packaging bag after emptying.
44 Assess material requirements regularly. Store fast-turnover products in bulk and slowturnover materials in smaller quantities to help prevent losses through raw materials in storage
exceeding their shelf-life date. Storing liquids in bulk minimises the residues left in smaller
containers and the number of containers required.
45 Implement a regular maintenance programme to minimise equipment problems that can
result in waste generation, eg leaks from compressed air systems, process lines and water lines.
46 Keep all solvent tanks and drums covered to minimise evaporative losses.
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47 Allowing extra seconds to reduce drag-out losses can be more valuable in reducing product
losses than the cost of the few seconds additional production time.
48 Re-use rinse water.
49

Use colour coding and associated operating procedures to ensure that incompatible
materials are not mixed. Otherwise they have to be disposed of.

50 Segregate material and waste storage areas so as to avoid the possibility of raw materials
accidentally being removed as waste and waste being inadvertently used in production.

51 Improve process planning to minimise intermediate production and/or vessel washing
between production runs. For example, when using colours, try to follow light colours with dark
colours rather than the other way round.
52 Improve operator training and equipment to ensure consistent level of raw materials, input
to production process, and to reduce losses from overfilling and/or need for rework.

53 Improve mixing to maximise the dissolution of raw materials in solutions, avoiding both overdosing (loss of raw materials) and the creation of sludge (additional waste for disposal).

54 Improve process control to minimise losses from inadequate operation of processes resulting
in off-spec products. For example, use temperature control and monitoring of coating processes to
ensure optimum temperatures are achieved for coating different materials. This avoids wasted raw
materials and energy, and reduces waste disposal quantities.
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5.3 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
55 Consider automation of processes, such as filling of containers with final product, to
minimise losses from spillage or overfilling arising from poor manual control.
56

Investigate options for replacing materials that are hazardous or have a detrimental
environmental impact with more benign alternatives. For example, consider replacing solvent-based
materials with aqueous-based ones. Look at Industry Examples 15 and 16 to see how they have
benefited from this approach.

57 Use individual drum heaters to remove final residues of high viscosity products from drums,
maximising use of materials and avoiding unnecessary waste.

58

Install central monitoring systems to provide easily-accessible data from gas, steam,
electricity, and water meters. This will enable rapid assessment of consumption, and highlight
significant variations which may indicate failure of equipment, leaks, or incorrect action by
operators.

59 Recover dirty solvents in-house, eg through the use of small solvent recovery equipment, for
direct re-use or for cleaning purposes. Remember, dirty solvent can still clean. Alternatively, collect
solvents for recovery by a solvent recycling company.

60 Similarly, collect waste oils for direct re-use around the site, or for recovery by an oil recycling
company.
section
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5.4 INDUSTRY EXAMPLES OF PROCESS MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 14
Waste reduction programme targets process waste
Edinburgh Crystal Glass Co Ltd manufactures glassware and employs 305 staff. Four specific
areas were targeted across the Company where greatest costs were being incurred, including
damaged work in progress producing solid waste, and effluent generation. Waste reduction
solutions introduced include:
■

purchase of plastic compartmentalised ‘work in progress’ boxes to protect glassware
from chipping and breakage during internal transit;

■

refurbishment of glass autocutting machine to improve accuracy and speed, and reduce
set-up wastage from over 20 glasses per pattern to 2 - 3 glasses;

■

improved communication between the Process Department and Glasshouse to rapidly
highlight problems with quality, and minimise rejects and breakages;

■

replacement of batch effluent treatment centrifuges with continuous flow treatment
plant, freeing operator time previously spent on cleaning for glassware production.

Benefits. Estimated savings of around £20 000/year have been achieved for ‘work-inprogress’ boxes, following expenditure of £30 000 on equipment. Increased income of around
£90 000/year is expected from improved productivity, following investment of £160 000 on
continuous-flow effluent treatment plant. There has also been a noticeable downward trend
in waste from autocut and poor quality glass. See Case History (CH213) Waste Minimisation
at the Cutting Edge.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 15
Simple process changes bring big savings
Stewart Signs is a sign manufacturer with 50 staff. The Company was concerned about the
high cost of raw materials, the consumption of water and energy, and had an awareness of
increasing environmental pressures. Waste reduction measures introduced include:
■

two layouts for a major customer that previously generated large off-cut wastes were
reassessed, resulting in a new layout that utilises the off-cut material;

■

a solvent distillation system was installed to recycle ink-contaminated solvents for reuse;

■

a gradual switch from solvent-based to UV inks was made, aiming for a target of 50%
of production within a year;

■

‘waste’ packaging from supplies into the Company is re-used for products going out;

■

other solid wastes, eg paper, scrap metal, and plastics are either recycled, or donated to
the community for use in schools and playgroups as art and play materials;

■

‘hippo bags’were placed in toilet cisterns and flush controls were added to urinals to
reduce water use;

■

compressed air use was reviewed, and a more efficient heater and improved control
systems were installed.

Benefits. Estimated savings of around £10 500/year have been achieved from process
changes. Waste and water savings of around £2 000/year and estimated energy savings of
around £1 300/year have also been made.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 16
Reduction in solvent use saves £2 000/year
IGT Industries is a membrane switch manufacturer with 84 staff. The Company had concerns
about rising waste disposal costs, with particular emphasis on packaging and solvent usage.
Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
■

gradual transfer to UV-cured, low-solvent inks to reduce solvent usage;

■

improved cutting processes to reduce production wastes;

■

packaging - cardboard boxes and ink tins - were returned to suppliers for re-use rather
than disposal.

Benefits. After the initial implementation year of the Company’s waste minimisation project,
the Company was saving £5 000/year, mostly from reductions in process waste, but also from
general waste.
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INDUSTRY EXAMPLE 17
Reductions in storage and packaging from process change
Permabond manufactures adhesives and employs 73 staff. The Company had concerns about
the rising costs of raw materials, utilities and waste, and an awareness of increasing
environmental pressures. Particular issues were process management, energy and packaging.
Waste reduction solutions introduced include:
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■

installation of a semi-automated filling and capping line for aerobic resins, reducing the
need for intermediate storage, and disposal and packaging costs;

■

improved process planning enabling elimination of intermediate wastes and reducing
the need for solvent cleaning between production of different compounds;

■

replacement of ‘single-use’ polyethylene containers for product transfer/testing, with
re-usable polypropylene containers;

■

new air compressor and energy-efficient lighting installed to reduce energy
consumption;

■

some packaging waste re-used for dispatch, and other secondary packaging eliminated.

Benefits. A new resin line resulted in savings of around £48 000/year from an investment of
£91 000. Estimated energy savings of £3 600/year have followed an investment of £8 000.
Estimated savings from packaging of up to £16 000/year have been made; and cost savings of
£2 600/year from solvent use savings.

Publications that may help you to reduce process waste include:
Good Practice Guide (GG38C) Cutting Costs by Reducing Waste: A self-help guide for growing
businesses.
(V217) A Fresh Pair of Eyes: Identifying Waste Minimisation Opportunities - this is a video that will
show you how others have looked at their processes and come up with new approaches that have
saved them money.
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6 INTO THE FUTURE

To be really effective, waste reduction should be carried out within a systematic and on-going
programme and not as a one-off project. Businesses, costs, technologies, etc all change with time,
and the opportunities for waste reduction reflect these changes. By maintaining an on-going
programme that is periodically reviewed, such opportunities will not be missed and companies will
be in a better position to stay competitive.
A truly successful waste reduction programme changes people’s attitude to waste, causing a shift in
the culture of an organisation. This is reflected in the recognition of the true cost of waste and an
appreciation that it includes material, utility, conversion, rework, and disposal costs. The emphasis
is then for all staff to appreciate that waste is a measure of operational efficiency that has a direct
impact on the profitability, survival and growth of the business.
Some companies see the development of the ISO 14001 environmental management system as a
logical progression from a waste reduction programme. This represents formal recognition of
environmental issues and impacts within an organisation, and requires continual evaluation and
improvement. The waste reduction programme already provides the input to that requirement for
improvement. Further help towards achieving a recognised environmental standard can be obtained
through the Environment and Energy Helpline on 0800 585794.

6.1 ON-GOING ACTIVITIES FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
From the Industry Examples detailed in this Guide, below are some examples of future activities the
companies propose to take.
Edinburgh Crystal Glass has become firmly committed to the concept of waste reduction,
following the success of participation in a waste minimisation club. The Company actively
encourages staff to become more involved in monitoring material use and waste. More recently, it
has instigated a formal training programme to educate all staff members in aspects of waste
reduction.
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Stewart Signs’ key issues for future attention are:
■

increased involvement of staff in waste reduction initiatives;

■

expanding the objectives of the waste reduction programme within the ISO 14001
environmental management system;

■

to have in place specific procedures and company policies regarding waste reduction, and to
set further targets for the future.
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Appendix
I N F O R M AT I O N S O U R C E S

THE ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY BEST PRACTICE
PROGRAMME
The Environment and Energy Helpline is the gateway for many organisations seeking help in
implementing a waste reduction programme. Organisations can contact the Helpline free of charge
on 0800 585794. Helpline staff will refer calls, where appropriate, to additional sources of help,
such as the devolved administrations and the regional government offices.
The Helpline can provide up to two hours’ free consultancy advice in response to specific queries,
and in some circumstances authorise a half-day consultancy visit. The half-day visit is targeted at
small companies that employ fewer than 250 staff. In addition, organisations can obtain relevant
publications from the Helpline that can provide detailed ‘how to...’ information in Good Practice
Guides, and ‘we did...’ information in Case Studies. The full list of publications can be viewed at
www.etbpp.gov.uk. The Programme also disseminates this information through seminars and
workshops.

LOCAL BUSINESS ORGANISATIONS
Locally, information and assistance can be obtained from business organisations such as Chambers
of Commerce, Business Links, and Enterprise Companies. These are typically interested in
developing and promoting the competitiveness of local industry. Although not all such organisations
will be able to help directly, they are likely to have contacts with others that will be able to do so in
any area.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
appx
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Similarly, local authorities are interested in helping local companies reduce their environmental
impacts, particularly with respect to meeting their own targets for environmental improvement.
Many local authorities have their own recycling officers, who will be able to advise and provide
information on waste minimisation. Some have organised waste exchanges, where companies can
advertise their wastes in the hope that other organisations may be able to use them as a feedstock
in their processes.

LOCAL ENVIRONMENT ORGANISATIONS
There are a number of non-profit-making environment organisations that have been set up with the
aim of assisting companies in improving their environmental impacts, from a commercial point of
view. Organisations include the network of Groundwork Trusts across the country, local
Environment Centres, higher education centres, and Business Environment Centres.
Such organisations help local companies with environmental management issues, through
information, advice, publications, seminars, and training.
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WASTE MINIMISATION CLUBS
About 100 waste minimisation clubs have been set up around the UK with the aim of helping
companies to gain commercial advantages through reducing their wastes and improving process
efficiency. The clubs offer support and encouragement from both the club organisers (typically a
partnership of local organisations) and other club members. The club approach does have certain
advantages for smaller companies, such as:
■

providing members with training, ideas for structures for a waste reduction strategy,
introducing new ideas, and techniques that can be applied to other projects;

■

helping companies from differing industrial/commercial sectors to learn from each other in
their development of solutions to similar problems;

■

providing a means of receiving and disseminating information within an informal
environment, as well as raising awareness and understanding of environmental issues;

■

encouraging an exchange of ideas and approaches, particularly during the training and
workshop sessions;

■

bringing individuals into contact with others who have similar goals and experiences.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
There is also a range of environmental consultants who are able to provide professional advice and
assistance on developing waste minimisation programmes. Some of these have worked on the
waste minimisation demonstration projects, assisted the Programme in producing waste
minimisation publications, and helped individual companies. Details of such consultants can be
obtained from sources such as local or national directories, contacts from the other organisations
listed above, or advertisements.
It is important to be aware that this Guide complements the wide range of other publications
produced by the Programme, aimed at helping you and your organisation to benefit from waste
minimisation.
appx
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The Environmental Technology Best Practice Programme is a Government programme managed by
AEA Technology plc.
The Programme offers free advice and information for UK businesses and promotes
environmental practices that:
■

increase profits for UK industry and commerce;

■

reduce waste and pollution at source.

To find out more about the Programme please call the Environment and Energy Helpline on
freephone 0800 585794. As well as giving information about the Programme, the Helpline has
access to a wide range of environmental information. It offers free advice to UK businesses on
technical matters, environmental legislation, conferences and promotional seminars. For smaller
companies, a free counselling service may be offered at the discretion of the Helpline Manager.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY HELPLINE

0800 585794
world wide web: http://www.etbpp.gov.uk
e-mail address: etbppenvhelp@aeat.co.uk

